Unified critical communication
solutions for rail and metro
– When reliable communication is crucial

As urban populations are
rapidly increasing and road
congestion continues to grow,
rail and metro are increasingly
becoming the first choice for
comfortable and smooth local
and long-distance journeys for
all levels of society.

But the more people use rail systems,
the greater the need for robust and
reliable communications becomes. Not
just to keep personnel and passengers
safe and fully informed at all times, but
also to improve journey speed, punctuality and infrastructure utilisation.
At DAMM we have 40 years of experience within radio communication and
extensive experience in cooperating

with leading metro and rail providers
worldwide providing large-scale integrated voice and data solutions to the
rail sector. We understand the challenges faced by rail operators and the
critical importance of a reliable communication solution to ensure sustainable
safety and efficiency. We can support
you at every phase of the process, from
tendering and planning right through to
implementation and maintenance.

Meeting the challenges faced by
rail operators
Moving passengers quickly, efficiently and safely while reducing complexity and
costs is a daily challenge for rail operators. Achieving this requires the right communications platform. DAMM provides a reliable and complete trunked communications solution, enabling private and secure voice and data communications
across all activities in rail and metro operations.
Efficient resource allocation and communication enable prompt decision making, in
turn contributing to efficient and confident management of operations.

Enhanced safety for passengers
and staff
Providing safety among passengers and
staff is a top priority for rail operators.
Reliable and failsafe communication between vehicles, staff and the operational
control centre is key in order to respond
quickly to accidents and emergency
incidents. DAMM’s solution secures uninterrupted and complete site coverage
and delivers high-performance digital
voice and data communications providing crucial communications integration
across all railway operations.
Complete site coverage
The fully IP-based DAMM communication
system enables effortless scalability of both
capacity and coverage while the system is
fully operational. This makes it possible to
create integrated communications across
multiple stations, logistics facilities, depots,
maintenance facilities and centralised operational control centres. It also means that
the system can support any capacity, from
use at single-site stations with few users to
large railway and metro infrastructures with
several thousand users.
Availability and resilience
To guarantee full service availability at all
times, all components are redundant,
offering channel access even in case of a
failure situation. Further resilience is provided by the intelligent decentralized network
architecture. In this setup, all system
information is constantly replicated to all
sites in the entire network eliminating any
single point of failure. This allows call and
data traffic to continue uninterrupted even if
one or more sites lose connection with the
rest of the network. Additionally, it enables

simple self-configuring site expansions and
automatic re-establishment following a
network interruption, without interruption of
operation.
Secure voice communications
User-defined groups and staff teams can
easily be created and coordinated. The
highly flexible voice communication services support individual private calls, group
calls, telephony communications and more,
always with crystal-clear voice quality
even in the noisiest areas. For emergency
incidents, the system provides emergency
calls, man-down facilities and override
functions.
Network security
Security is key in all critical communication
systems. DAMM’s solutions have strong
built-in security features like authentication
and air interface encryption with dynamic
keys (AIE class 3), the highest level defined
in the TETRA standard. Furthermore, AIE
class 3 is also supported if a base station is
in fallback mode i.e. isolated from the rest
of the network.

“

DAMM’s decentralized
network architecture
eliminates any single
point of failure

“

Increased operational efficiency
As mobility increases so do passenger
expectations. Passengers want to reach
destinations safely and on time. They
expect up-to-the minute information on
departure times, transfers and deviations.
This challenges operations management
to optimally employ their vehicles, improve punctuality and enhance efficiency.
Efficient voice and data communications
between vehicles and operational control
centre are key to achieving operational
efficiency.
Automatic collection of vehicle
location data
DAMM data services provide data for vehicle-tracking systems to provide real-time
timetable and journey information to customers at train stations or onboard trams
and metros, and for signalling control,
status and driving instructions. Furthermore, real-time data transmission is used
to pinpoint routine problems to quickly
coordinate recovery.
Optimising routes and speed of trains
Logging GPS coordinates can be used for
monitoring and optimising routes, schedules and speed of trains. DAMM data services further enable data and alarms to be
sent directly to operational control centres
or handheld TETRA terminal displays. The
data can be used for reporting of alarms
and failures or collecting data for improving operational performance in support
of third-party applications such as vehicle
management systems.
Furthermore, the system supports ETCS
level 2 data to be sent via TETRA to optimise the speed and safety of trains.

Breakthrough
TCO
All rail operators continuously face the
same challenge: The need to enhance
passenger safety and improve services
for ever-increasing numbers of passengers, all the while needing to minimise
costs and resources. At DAMM we are
committed to providing cost-efficient
solutions without compromising quality
so that our customers achieve the lowest possible cost of ownership in both
CAPEX and OPEX.
Reducing maintenance and
operating costs
DAMM’s rugged base stations have been
optimized for installation within rail and
metro operations. Due to the rugged
design of the IP65-protected outdoor base
station, it can endure the metal dust and
high humidity that often characterize the
environment in metro tunnels. Even for operations in extreme temperatures, DAMM
base stations keep working, giving them a
long life-time. The ribbed design ensures
passive cooling, eliminating the need for
external air-conditioned housing or a fan
with moving parts that risk breaking.
Its compact design makes it ideal for
installation in narrow tunnels, directly on
buildings or masts alongside the railway
or in stations, reducing feeder loss and
installation costs considerably. Due to
redundancy, maintenance can be done
without shutting down operations, ensuring
an efficient railway operation and avoiding
costly downtime. DAMM products are developed with flexibility and user-friendliness
at the core, saving substantially on training
and project costs.

“

DAMM base stations
work flawlessly
under even the most
severe temperature and
humidity conditions

“

Low power consumption
DAMM outdoor base stations offer extremely low power consumption, in large
part due to the mast mounting. This setup
requires less output power from the base
station as the close proximity to the antenna eliminates the need for long cables and
subsequent loss of power. Power consumption is so low, the base stations can
even run completely on a solar-powered
solution saving electricity costs on a daily
basis.
Higher frequency efficiency
DAMM base stations are extremely frequency efficient, with the trunked infrastructure ensuring that radio channels are
allocated on demand to individual users.
In addition, using the DAMM frequency
sharing functionality, coverage can be built
with a minimal number of frequencies in
low-density networks significantly reducing

the number of frequency licenses needed. Base station frequency sharing mode
can also be used in areas where optical
repeater systems are typically deployed.
Using base stations instead of external
repeaters eliminates the need for expensive
leaky feeder cables and will allow a unified
management system and reduced spare
part stock, minimizing operational costs
significantly.
Fewer sites for greater coverage
DAMM TETRA and DMR base stations are
available in a wide range of frequencies in
both VHF and UHF bands giving operators
the possibility to optimise their solution
depending on covered area and available
frequencies. For example, VHF will require
fewer base station towers for achieving
similar coverage as UHF in open, rural
landscapes.

One unified critical communications solution
The unified voice and data communications
solution provided by DAMM unites all communications into one integrated system,
thereby eliminating coordination problems
in critical situations and optimizing TCO.

The open API enables easy integration to telcos and DAMM infrastructure can seamlessly
be combined with either own customer-designed products or products from DAMM’s
wide range of application partners.

“

The open API enables
easy integration to subsystems and customerdesigned applications

“
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Our customers
We have already cooperated successfully with a series of worldwide rail and metro operations.
Their choice of DAMM’s communication solutions means that they
and their passengers are today
enjoying the benefits of increased
control efficiency and safety.
DAMM solutions are used by i.a.:
•
•
•
•

Maximum flexibility and future-proof
engineering design
Our goal is to provide maximum
flexibility for rail operators to grow
their network at their own pace and to
continuously innovate critical communications by evolving future-proof solutions across multiple technologies. For
easiness of customization and expansion, the system can be installed using
any combination of DAMM outdoor
base stations and high-capacity indoor
base stations.
Effortless integration and interoperability - even across technologies
Products in the DAMM MultiTech product
portfolio are built on a multi-technology
core-connected system featuring multiple
carriers as well as frequency sharing in one
box within either UHF or VHF frequency
ranges. This solution ensures easy expansion of existing networks and interoperability between different PMR technologies.
Fully standardised solutions
DAMM’s solutions are based on open
standards allowing rail operators to easily
“mix and match” products from different
vendors. This makes it easier and more
cost-efficient for network operators to customize their system to their needs.
DAMM also supports the TETRA standard
Inter System Interface (ISI) enabling easy
integration with TETRA networks from
other vendors.

Complete vendor independence
The DAMM system is developed for full
interoperability with all TETRA and DMR
terminals, allowing free choice and combination of any TETRA and DMR terminal on
the market.
Ready for tomorrow’s challenges
As big data play an ever greater role in daily
operations, DAMM’s products have been
designed to work seamlessly with tomorrow’s advanced LTE data solutions. DAMM
TetraFlex supports Inter Working Function
(IWF), which allows 3GPP standardised
interoperability with MC PTT broadband
services. Off-the-shelf mobile broadband
data devices can be fully integrated with a
high level of authentication and encryption
security allowing large data files to be sent
between data devices and dispatchers as
securely as voice transmission.
The DAMM system is supplied with an
easily accessible Application Programming
Interface (API) that allows straightforward
development and integration of customer-designed applications, e.g. dispatcher
solutions, onboard equipment and PA and
PIS systems. DAMM can provide an integrated bridging solution, making it possible
to interoperate with almost any technology.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Almaty Metro, Kazakhstan
Aurizon, Australia
Cochabamba Tram, Bolivia
FMG, Heavy Haul Railway,
Australia
Mauritius Metro Express
Moscow Metro, Russia
Mumbai Monorail, India
Nagpur Metro, India
Riyadh Metro, Saudi Arabia
St. Petersburg Citywide
Network, Russia
Western Railway, India

Used and trusted all over the
world
With 40 years of experience within
radio communication and extensive
experience in delivering large-scale
projects and cooperating with leading
mass transit providers world-wide,
DAMM understands the critical
importance of the communication
requirements within transport infrastructures. DAMM’s solution delivers
high-performance digital voice and
data communications providing
crucial communications integration
across railway operations, enhancing
efficiency and safety as well as the
satisfaction of personnel and passengers while reducing costs.
Let us help you
Have specific needs that you need
help solving? We will be pleased to
show you how we have successfully
overcome demanding rail and metro
challenges across the world. Whether
your network is large or small, and
whether you operate underground
or in densely populated areas or
harsh, remote rural areas, together
we will help you ensure the sustainable safety and efficiency of your rail
application.
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